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Everything that will be seen in these end times must not surprise anyone, because inconceivable
situations will show themselves overnight and, as a result from them, many consciousnesses will
define their destiny.
Let it be enough to be in God and seek His Kingdom at each moment so that what will show itself
before everyone does not bother anyone, nor provoke undesirable decisions.
We still come to the world at the express request of the Creator Father because humanity is
distracted and seduced by all the material conditions and the spiritual life, which is what sustains
the consciousness, has been put into second place.
But we also come for all those who persist in faith and in trust, knowing that some day they will
know the Kingdom of God and will become part of it.
In this time, everything that will happen will be extreme; there will be no half measures. This will
place the souls where they choose to be, because nobody will be obligated to seek God, but yes,
they will be called to pay attention.
This is a time in which everything will be in motion. I know it seems little encouraging, but it is the
truth.
The planet, as a consequence, can no longer sustain two polarities, two forms of life. Either the
planet is purified or the planet self-destructs.
Let us continue working for the purification of humanity and for the salvation of all of the
Kingdoms, beyond all consequences.
Let us proclaim our faith and let us decree the coming of the Kingdom of God.
I thank you for keeping My Words in your heart!
Who blesses you,
Your Master, Christ Jesus

